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Fig. 1. Teaser. This teaser showcases PM4WireArt, a scriptable parametric modeling tool for conceptual wire art designs using
PM4VR. Designers create a Java♭ script (left figure) to define the parameters, and PM4WireArt generates a 3D wire art model
in real-time (middle figure). By connecting PM4WireArt to Oculus Quest 2 through the SteamVR plugin, designers can fine-
tune the parameters using VR controllers within an immersive virtual environment of a wire art show lobby (right figure).

Abstract—This paper introduces PM4WireArt, a novel script-
able parametric modeling interface designed for conceptual wire
art design. Leveraging the capabilities of PM4VR, a virtual
reality-based parametric modeling platform, PM4WireArt pro-
vides artists with a versatile and intuitive toolset for designing
intricate wire sculptures. This paper outlines the key features,
design principles, and potential applications of PM4WireArt,
highlighting its potential to revolutionize the way artists con-
ceptualize and create wire art in virtual environments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wire art [1], [2] stands as a distinctive and captivating form
of artistic expression, characterized by the skillful shaping and
manipulation of metallic wires [3] to forge visually stunning
structures. Wire art design has a rich history [4] with artists
engaged in the meticulous crafting of intricate sculptures that
transcend mere physicality, effectively conveying emotion,
movement, and form through the versatile medium of metallic

wires. Traditionally, the creation of wire art demanded a
delicate fusion of manual dexterity and the artist’s intuitive
sensibility [5], necessitating labor-intensive efforts for the
realization of their envisioned forms [6].

However, the landscape of artistic creation has undergone a
transformative evolution with the advent of technology [7].
This evolution opens up a realm of possibilities [8] by
presenting an opportune juncture to integrate cutting-edge
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) [9] techniques and Virtual
Reality (VR) [10], [11] into the traditional practice of wire
art [12]. In this paradigm shift, the digital wire art design
interface emerges as a revolutionary tool [13]–[15], providing
artists with the means of enhanced efficiency and creativity
and allowing artists to experiment with intricate and complex
geometries that were once confined to the realm of imagi-
nation. The integration of VR amplifies the creative process
by immersing artists in virtual space [16]–[24] to iterate their
designs with a level of immediacy previously unimaginable.



Fig. 2. Overview of our approach.

This paper introduces PM4WireArt, a novel scriptable para-
metric modeling interface for conceptual wire art design. Fig. 1
provides a preview of the capabilities inherent in PM4WireArt.
In this example, a wire art designer embarks on the creative
design by crafting a Java♭ script (left figure). The real-time
execution of this Java♭ script within the PM4VR [25]–[28]
interface can automatically generate realistic 3D conceptual
wire art sculpture models (middle figure). After connect
PM4WireArt with the Oculus Quest 2 VR headset through
the SteamVR plugin, the designer armed with VR controllers
was seamlessly transitioned into a virtual environment (right
figure) and gains the ability to fine-tune intricate parameters
within a wire art show lobby, facilitating the transformation
of the initial conceptual design into a immersive showcase.

II. TECHNICAL APPROACH

Overview. Our technical approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. We
introduced a Unity3D Editor plugin named NURBS Editor (a).
By pressing Control+G, a default NURBS surface is created
(b), which can be modified by adjusting control points while
pressing Control+U (c). A refined NURBS surface can be
saved with Control+W (d). The Java♭ script (e) and its corre-
sponding parametric function (f) serve as the script input for a
wire art design. When this Java♭ script is fed into the PM4VR
interface (g), it automatically loads the NURBS surfaces of
”Face”, ”Horn”, ”Ear”, etc.(h), generating a parametric wire
art design (i) in real-time via the PM4WireArt interface.

Fig. 3. Java ♭ Scripts for Parametric Functions.

Graph Structure. For PM4WireArt interface, we extended
the PM4VR interface by implementing three basic graph
structures to generate the wire sculpture geometry including:
(a) Random Graph, (b) Delaunay Triangle, and (c) Voronoi Di-
agram. With this extension, designer can add these three graph
structures in Java♭ script using function calls of addRan-
domGraph (⟨G⟩, |V |), addDelaunayTriangle(⟨G⟩, |V |), and
addVoronoiDiagram(⟨G⟩, |V |) respectively, where ⟨G⟩ is a
string specifying the name of graph data structure G = (V,E).

Graph Surface. After above Java♭ function calls are in-
voked in PM4WireArt, those graph structures will be gen-
erated and inserted into HashTable H with key-value pairs
of (⟨G⟩, G). Give, arbitrary surface’s parametric equation
f(u, v) = ⟨x(u, v), y(u, v), z(u, v)⟩, where u ∈ [u0, u1], v ∈
[v0, v1]. Designer can add graph surface in Java♭ script using
function addGraphSurface(⟨G⟩, f(u, v), u0 : u1, v0 : v1, S).
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Fig. 4. Different Parametric Settings. This figure shows wire arts designed via PM4WireArt with different parametric settings.

NURBS Graph Surface. The NURBS Graph Surface g(u, v),
where (u, v) ∈ E, is created by nesting the graph structure
G = (V,E) on top of a NURBS surface s(u, v) with a
displacement defined by the parametric function f(u, v). De-
signer can add NURBS graph surface by addNURBSGraph-
Surface(”NURBS name”, ⟨G⟩, f(u, v), u0 : u1, v0 : v1, S).

g(u, v) = s(u, v) +
su(u, v)× sv(u, v)∣∣∣∣su(u, v)× sv(u, v)

∣∣∣∣f(u, v),
where given NURBS control points pi,j and weights wi,j as:
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III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

To assess the effectiveness of PM4WireArt, a group of
numerical experiments were conducted on the examination
of conceptual wire art designs. The experimentation process
leveraged the scriptable parametric modeling interface pro-
vided by PM4WireArt which was implemented within the
Unity 3D Editor of the 2019 version. The computational tasks
were executed on a gaming laptop with an Intel Core i5 CPU,
32 GB of DDR4 RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650
graphics card with 4 GB of GDDR6 memory. This hardware
configuration provides a high-performance computing environ-
ment to perform wire art modeling tasks on PM4WireArt.



Fig. 5. Experiment Results (Part I). This figure shows first three wire art designed with PM4WireArt Java♭ programming.

In Figure 4, a collection of wire art designed with
PM4WireArt using NURBS graph surfaces is showcased,
featured by varying parametric configurations. Specifically,
these conceptual wire art designs are characterized by adding
NURBS surfaces of ”Rhino Head” as shown in Fig. 2 and
setting parameter values of R = 0.5 and r = 0.5. The illus-
tration comprises three distinct rows, each corresponding to a
different graph structure: Random Graph, Delaunay Triangle,
and Voronoi Diagram, respectively. Furthermore, the figure is
organized into five columns, each aligned with a unique design
parametric function as detailed in Fig. 3. The combination of
different graph structures and parametric functions yields a
matrix of outputs in the realm of wire art design. This vi-
sual representation facilitates a comprehensive analysis of the
interplay between graph structures and parametric functions.

Fig. 5-6 display the experimental outcomes of seven wire
art designs created with PM4WireArt using graph surfaces.
Within a virtual lobby setting, these seven wire art designs
are labeled numerically from 1 to 7, depicted in the respective
subfigures with their associated Java♭ script, offering a detailed
insight into the scripting details for each wire art design.

Figure 7 illustrates a user refining the parameter values of a
wire art design through the PM4WireArt interface within the
virtual environment of a wire art show lobby. The immersive
quality of VR enhances the user experience by enabling
interaction with design parameters in virtual space, offering a
dynamic and intuitive platform for real-time adjustments of the
parameters. For a more in-depth exploration of the experiment
process, a video showcasing the interactive process is available
at the following link: https://youtu.be/TVUidRADdX8.



Fig. 6. Experiment Results (Part II). This figure shows last four wire art designed with PM4WireArt Java♭ programming.



Fig. 7. User Study. This figure shows a user refining the parameter values of a wire art design using PM4WireArt.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces PM4WireArt, a novel scriptable para-
metric modeling interface for conceptual wire art design. The
essence of PM4WireArt lies in its commitment to ushering
in a paradigm shift within the creative processes of wire
artistry by integrating scriptable parametric modeling into the
artistic design process. By integrating this design approach
with the immersive features of PM4VR, PM4WireArt not
only enhances the creative experience but also opens up
unexplored avenues for artists to delve into and innovate within
the realm of wire art design. PM4WireArt’s integration of
scripting, real-time visualization, and virtual reality not only
streamlines the design process but also provides an interactive
dimension to the wire art creation process, offering a dynamic
platform where the traditional wire art craft meets the limitless
possibilities of contemporary wire art design.
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